Alumni President

Straus Killed In Crash

President of the Johns Hopkins Alumni Association was automatically assumed by vice-president Allan C. Davis, after the air crash death of late president Henry L. Straus, class of '17. Mr. Straus was killed October 31, when his private plane crashed into a hill and exploded near Port Deposit, Maryland.

Election of the Alumni Association will be held February 21, to elect a new president of the Association. Candidates will be chosen by the nominating committee, and ballots will be distributed at that time to the Alumni Association body to elect Mr. Straus' successor. President Straus' death, said Oscar P. Steinwald, "was sadly accepted by the Alumni Association and Johns Hopkins has lost a great friend."

In addition, President Straus was formerly president of the Hopkins Alumni and president of Alumni Association since last year.

In addition, Mr. Straus was also president of the American Totalitarian Company and the Maryland Horse Breeders Association and part owner of Tropical Park Race Track in Miami, Fla.

In college Mr. Straus who was in the Engineering School was a track star and captain of the track team and after graduation in 1917 he entered the army as a second lieutenant, transferred to naval aviation in 1918, and left

Traffic Fines Buy Recorder

Fines collected by the Traffic Commission of the Student Council will be used to provide a wire recorder for the use of the Honor Commission at their trials.

This plan of action was approved Monday at the weekly meeting of the Student Council. In so doing, Hayne Gibson, president, told the Councilmen exactly why a recorder would serve as a great aid for the Commission.

30-Hour Trials

He pointed out that many of the trials last from eight to ten hours and some appeal cases have continued for as long as 30 hours. During this time many questions and answers pass among those present. There is a necessity that those facts be kept very accurate.

It was suggested that someone take the trial in short-hand. How-ever being a person to do this (Continued on Page 2)
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Paul Hinricks Directs 'Stormer Production, The ' Petrified Forest' 

The stage of the ROY building will be transformed into a road-side lumber camp in the Arizona desert, as the Barricade men present their initial production of the year, The Petrified Forest, December 16 and 17. The director of the production is Paul Hinricks, who was announced after an absence of ten years and whom brings with him a reputation as one of Baltimore's capable directors.

In 1919, the Stormer produc- tion, Boy Meets Girl, was under his direction and recently he super- vised an experimental production of Our Town for the YMHA. Hinricks in now working to- wards his All at the Hopkins and his services were obtained for the Petrified Forest through the ad- stance of Dr. Bryllton Fries. The two-act play by Robert Sherwood, was first produced in New York by producer, Mrs. Robert Hullabaloo staff.

PAUL HINRICKS

'Just a B-i-t More' Says Photo Man (Continued from Page 1)

Pass all of its professors, in that, it is covering every phase of cam- pus life.

One of the outstanding features of the book this year—according to Zadek—is that it will be a complete list of all the undergraduates with their home addresses. The editors also hope to have a complete cov- erage of intramural activities. The dummy—makeup plan of the year book—has already been completed with a maximum of 200 pages, including ads and class lists, said Zadek.

Two women are at present, an integral part of the Hullabaloos. They are Mrs. Ellen Fink and Miss Shirley Schles, both repre- sentatives of the Jean Rands studios, which has its offices in Baltimore. Dr. Hinricks is the first year that the Hullabaloos has employed these studios. The job of the two takes the form of clerical work. They sched- ule appointments—unscheduled others—take orders for portraits and always have an "inquiring ear" to the word, and tales of the Hullabaloo staff.

Asked for her impressions of the picture, "the women and the J.H.U.," Mrs. Fink replied, with a warm smile, "they're all very pleasant and extremely coopera- tive."

Report of the ROY building will be transformed into a road-side lumber camp in the Arizona desert, as the Barricade men present their initial production of the year, The Petrified Forest, December 16 and 17. The director of the production is Paul Hinricks, who was announced after an absence of ten years and whom brings with him a reputation as one of Baltimore's capable directors.

In 1919, the Stormer produc- tion, Boy Meets Girl, was under his direction and recently he super- vised an experimental production of Our Town for the YMHA. Hinricks in now working to- wards his All at the Hopkins and his services were obtained for the Petrified Forest through the ad- stance of Dr. Bryllton Fries. The two-act play by Robert Sherwood, was first produced in New York by producer, Mrs. Robert Hullabaloo staff.

First Phase of the ROTC Building Being Completed with a Maximum of 200 Pages, Including Ads and Class Lists in Time for Spring Semester Open House

If the Hopkins is growing away from the automobile, it would be impossible—even to dis- cuss the "pride of the women and the University."

"In order to have a national culture," said the Hopkins president, "schools of higher learning must be made available in many areas, so that they may be accessible everywhere."

"Regional education," he said, "makes it possible for only the richer few to go away to school. It is not possible, if we are to be successful if we continue the aggregation of people."

In his speech, Dr. Bronk also outlined his theory of the "pur- pose of a university" in answer to the charges that perhaps the Hopkins was putting too much empha- sis on research. He said that a university must first teach what has already been learned. It must then give the student the thinking capacity for creative learning and finally must give him the opportunities for research by which he may discover new paths of learning.

Atomic Power

Hafstad Discusses Atom, Aircraft

What are the chances of using atomic power in aircraft in the near future? The question was raised at the Atomic Power Symposium, United States Atomic Energy Commission. Immediate prospects appear grim, declared the chairman, Dr. Lawrence E. Hafstad, for- merly of the Hopkins Silver Spring Applied Physics Research Labora- tories, and now with the Atomic Energy Commission.

"It is much more probable that atomic power will not be used in aircraft in the near future than that the atomic power will be used in aircraft."

Atomic engine haven't appeared. The reason for this is that the nuclear reactor, as it is termed, is a device that can take the place of the internal combustion engine in aircraft. In the future, it may be possible to use atomic engines in aircraft. The major problem is to reduce nuclear fuel and the amount of fissionable material.

Dr. Bronk emphasized that the fuel of the atomic reactor must be the source of energy. It must also have the ability to sustain a chain reaction.

In his speech, Dr. Bronk also outlined his theory of the "pur- pose of a university" in answer to the charges that perhaps the Hopkins was putting too much empha-sis on research. He said that a university must first teach what has already been learned. It must then give the student the thinking capacity for creative learning and finally must give him the opportunities for research by which he may discover new paths of learning.

Graduate Work Benefits Discussed By Whitehead

In a talk Wednesday on the "Benefits and Requirements of Graduate Work" to the AIEEE, Dr. John W. Whitehead gave several reasons why electrical engineers benefit the most of any engineer's experience at Hopkins.

Work Diligently

"Professionals value and im- portance of having a profession. Dr. Whitehead said that professionals are generally interested in the practical aspects of their work. This is because the professional is not only interested in the practical aspects of their work, but also in the theoretical aspects."

"It is true that professionals are interested in the practical aspects of their work, but they are also interested in the theoretical aspects."

Dr. Bronk also spoke of the importance of having a profession. He stressed the value and im- portance of having a profession. "Portfolios are one of the most important parts of the Hullabaloo."

Discussed By Whitehead

In Fraternities

Dr. John B. Whitehead gave the talk to Whitehead's alumni at Hopkins. He discussed the problems of the fraternity system and recently he super- vised an experimental production of Our Town for the YMHA. Hinricks in now working to- wards his All at the Hopkins and his services were obtained for the Petrified Forest through the ad- stance of Dr. Bryllton Fries. The two-act play by Robert Sherwood, was first produced in New York by producer, Mrs. Robert Hullabaloo staff.
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(Continued from Page 1) would be far more expensive and not as accurate as if a record was kept.

Any atomic energy source, or "reactor" as it is termed, is a device that can take the place of the internal combustion engine in aircraft. In the future, it may be possible to use atomic engines in aircraft. The major problem is to reduce nuclear fuel and the amount of fissionable material.
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"The future is endangered less by those who would write poetry than by those who would do their responsibilities as citizens," said Dr. Bronk. "The future is endangered less by those who would do their responsibilities as citizens," said Dr. Bronk. "The future is endangered less by those who would write poetry than by those who would do their responsibilities as citizens," said Dr. Bronk.
Senior Class Sets Up New Committee, Replaces Old

To replace the former policy committee, the senior class has set up a cabinet composed of the committee chairman, student council representatives and officers.

The officers believe that this cabinet will prove more efficient than the old policy committee, which duplicated the efforts of the officers in many cases.

The cabinet, which has met four times already, will meet biweekly to discuss the problems of the class.

Officers Named
Members are president Langstaff, vice president Grant Hill, secretary Bill Draw, treasurer Bob Foster, June week chairman Bob Wright, publicity chairman Doug Dangelmajer, social chairman Bill Beggs, athletic chairman Ott Novotny, and gift chairman Mort Bluestein.

Handbook Staff Plans Now For Next Year's Book

Organizational specifications and impending assignments were discussed by prospective staff members of the Johns Hopkins Undergraduate Handbook, 1950, at a meeting last Friday.

Led by ’49 handbook editor Dan Dembo, the discussion centered around the scope of the publication and at the same time provided much needed training in the field of publication management.

SAC Directory Of All Activities Issued: Becker

George Becker, president of the Student Activities Committee, announced that the 1949-50 directory of student activities has been distributed this week.

The mimeographed book, compiled by junior SAC member John Messer, contains the names, post office boxes and phone numbers of the presidents, vice-presidents and business managers of campus organizations. Each organization named will get a copy.

Handbook Staff Plans Now For Next Year's Book

Organizational specifications and impending assignments were discussed by prospective staff members of the Johns Hopkins Undergraduate Handbook, 1950, at a meeting last Friday.

Led by ’49 handbook editor Dan Dembo, the discussion centered around the scope of the publication and at the same time provided much needed training in the field of publication management.

LUCKIES PAY MORE to give you a finer cigarette!

Yes, at tobacco auctions Lucky Strike pays millions of dollars more than official parity prices for fine tobacco.

There's no finer cigarette in the world today than Lucky Strike! To bring you this finer cigarette, the makers of Lucky Strike go after fine, light, naturally mild tobacco—and pays millions of dollars more than official parity prices to get it! So buy a carton of Luckies today. See for yourself how much finer and smoother Luckies really are—how much more real deep-down smoking enjoyment they give you. Yes, smoke a Lucky! It's a finer, milder, more enjoyable cigarette!

RAYMOND W. CRUTCHFIELD of Reidsville, N. C., veteran tobacco warehouseman, says: "After year, I've seen the makers of Luckies buy fine, ripe leaf that makes one great smoke!"

"Crutch" has smoked Luckies for 20 years. Here's more evidence that Luckies are a finer cigarette!

CIGARETTES

LS/M.F.T. - Lucky Strike Means Fine Tobacco

So round, so firm, so fully packed — so free and easy on the draw.
The question of moderate social drinking is one that has been kicked about with increasing violence since the days of what Mencken aptly termed "those thirteen horrible years of Prohibition." But most discussions, with the obvious exceptions that have been conducted by mid-western dries, reach the conclusion that the decision is the responsibility of the individual. Since repeal, police have usually restrained themselves toquieting boisterous parties and preventing miners from drinking illicitly.

Suddenly, however, the Baltimore police, overly tired of answering the constant stream of complaints against noisy all-night parties, have decided to crack down on fraternity drinking. After a "vice" search of a local fraternity, last Saturday (in which fortunately nothing resembling vice except possibly for drinking was uncovered) police officials decided that the only way to quiet down fraternity parties would be to prevent miners from drinking. The means of accomplishing this would be to obtain a decree from the State Attorney declaring fraternity parties public nuisances and thus ineligible for serving miners.

For the Hopkins fraternity, which amusingly consider beerugs and jugger glasses as much symbols of fraternity life as Greek letters and paddles, the announcement comes as something of a blow. The question of drinking, for Hopkins students whether it be at dances or at fraternities (which are not part of the university but part of its environment), has always been left to the student. There has always been the understanding that social drinking is neither to be favored or condemned but accepted as long as there is an element of restraint or control on the part of the drinkers.

While it is impossible to condone the frequent fraternity habit of haranguing neighbors and generally disturbing the peace on Saturday evenings, it is disputable whether police officials accept the prospect of police prevention of drinking. Since certain members of the fraternity who are over 21 will still be allowed to drink, it is impossible to imagine how the police will prevent them from buying drinks for the younger men. The only answer seemingly would be closer police supervision and more frequent visits on the part of the vice squad members.

While those Hopkins students who take gloomy pride in following the turbulent career of Captain Emerson and his followers will tend to brush off the incident with a snicker and a casual shrug, the seriousness of the prospect should evoke serious considerations from fraternity men. To them belongs the responsibility for tending down parties to a more quiet level.

As to the outlawing of drinking among fraternal minors, however, the problem is considerably more complicated. It should be obvious that "carrying out prohibition" and its accompanying police interference is no more the answer for fraternities now than it was for the nation in the hectic days of 1920-33.

SECURITY AND THE FULL CURVE

The mention of overcrowding in the under and post graduate departments of American Universities (New York Times, Oct 25) focuses attention on the fact that Hopkins, despite a slight increase in Freshman enrollment over last year, is slowly moving back to the 1500 student limit which the Admissions office hopes to reach within the next three years.

The change will be a fairly slow one, and upperclassmen and juniors will still be crowded before future Junior and Senior classes.

The feeling of being lost in the crowd and the security of being on the curfew will find the next few years just as enjoyable as the past ten have been. But those belonging to express their individuality in crowded rooms can only look to future years with envy.
Bull Roast and Parties Highlight Frat Weekend

By DON HEATHECOTE
DELTA PHI

St. Elmo Hall has been the center of much bustle and diligence since the opening of the fall term. Renovations have been made in the basement in order to give better accommodations for the usual Saturday night parties. John Hinrichs, Jay Ridgely, and Jack Morgan directed the redecoration of all the floors on the main floor and the decorations therein. Soon the new mahogany bar, donated by Jack Williamson, will be laid on the bar.

The brothers barely had time to return to Hopkins and dig up their last year's dimes before the semi-annual St. Elmo's Dance was given. It was held on October 28 at Green Spring Valley Hunt Club. Although quite crowded, with over 500 people, everyone had a pay time, regardless of the necessity for simultaneous breathers.

Pop Primrose, George McFerrey, and Ned Tweedy have shouldered the duties of the rushing committee, and are doing a fine job of it. This fact was evidenced last week at their rush party, as the house was bursting with freshness and activity, and abroad.

The boys will move on next week to Pennsylvania east week for the Penn-Va. game. The chapters of these two schools are promising an outstanding weekend for them.

A DU Bull-Roast (top) and a Phi Sig Rush Party (above) were two of the big highlights in fraternity life over the past week.

Northway Tailors Cleaners and Dyers . . . We Specialize in Speedy and Efficient Service

Two things every college man should know!

This is an English major. Goes from bad to worse. Glass when Johnson waxes poetic.

Theo's Barber Shop
S.W. Corner 33rd & St. Paul Next to Folio Drug Store

Calverton Rug Cleaner
Baltimore's Oldest Since 1860

The Manhattan Shirt Company
Copr. 1949, The Manhattan Shirt Co.

Subscribe To Hullabaloo
Letter

IRC President Retaliates On News-Letter Editorial

By BILL HEVEL

In your editorial of October 21 you discuss the problem of the type of speaker which you feel is desirable and should address student clubs and assemblies at this university. You point to the prestige and pride associated with the appearance of nationally and internationally prominent personalities on college campuses.

In addition, you were kind enough to give some special attention to the activities of the local chapter of the International Relations Club and pointed out that this particular organization was beginning to realize that it could command sizable audiences only by presenting well-known and worthwhile speakers.

As far as the International Relations Club is concerned, numerous considerations go into the selection of its speakers. In spite of a relatively small budget, the IRC has in the past been able to obtain the services of all the speakers it has sought. These were generally men who were specialists in certain phases of international affairs, who were willing to participate in informal meetings and subject themselves to questioning and criticism, and who did not mind particularly whether their audiences consisted of twenty or a hundred people.

Speaker Seta Pattern

This type of speaker has set the pattern of the successful IRC meeting. We are not interested in large, unmanageable audiences, but rather in fat-stirred, interested groups who are able to participate in intelligent discussion. Clearly, a large meeting which would turn out to bear "John Cheever or Wallace, would not be conducive to the type of discussion forum in which our Club is primarily interested.

Last Friday some forty persons attended the IRC's discussion on Pound Depreciation. On this occasion two faculty members were the speakers. An audience of this size is considered highly satisfactory by the IRC. It is, of course, true that only about a third of those present were undergraduates, so that the IRC was fulfilling a broader function than that ordinarily expected from an undergraduate club.

Obviously, IRC can keep in business by properly publicizing its meetings in the Baltimore press, without very great under-graduate participation. This has been shown to be true on numerous occasions when audiences of close to a hundred persons took part in forum discussions. On each of these occasions the speakers were faculty members of the institution or others in the neighborhood.

Question Asked

The question, then, simply boils down to this: do undergraduates want to listen to famous people in order to obtain spiritual uplift and a feeling of being in the presence of History, or do they want to come to an informal discussion and participate in a less glamorous attempt to become familiar with some important problem of public concern.

Both aims, certainly, are legitimate enough; IRC, however, in concerned—as a rule—only with the latter. It has no intention to impose itself upon the undergraduate student body by high-pressure salesmanship; it solicits a membership only from those students genuinely interested in international problems, and it invites members of the faculty and the public to widen the base of its club. It is interested in the development of students who are willing to participate in discussion forums.

As far as the IRC is concerned, it seems possible that national and international affairs may be discussed in the forum only by members of the national and international clubs, who are willing to take part in the activities of these clubs. The IRC is interested in the development of students who are willing to participate in discussion forums.

Both aims, certainly, are legitimate enough; IRC, however, is concerned—as a rule—only with the latter. It has no intention to impose itself upon the undergraduate student body by high-pressure salesmanship; it solicits a membership only from those students genuinely interested in international problems, and it invites members of the faculty and the public to widen the base of its club. It is interested in the development of students who are willing to participate in discussion forums.

In this way it furthers its own interest and simultaneously fills a civic need.

HELMUT SONNENFELDT
President, IRC
Albright Identifies Lost Biblical Texts

Albright was thoroughly convinced that this was indeed "the greatest manuscript discovery of modern times."

Scrolls Authentic

"There is no doubt in my mind," he wrote to a fellow archeologist in 1944, "that the script is more authentic than that of the Nash Papyrus."

One of the four scrolls, the lost Book of Lamech, will not be placed on public exhibition due to its very poor condition. This fourth scroll is believed to contain a description of the birth of Noah. It will be extremely difficult to copy this manuscript for it has turned to charcoal.

The most valuable of the scrolls and the best preserved is the almost complete text of Isaiah. Also to be placed on display will be a manuscript containing part of the commentary on the Habakkuk (see opposite) which is attributed to the first century BC and another scroll containing a list of the rituals and doctrines of a Jewish sect.

These scrolls are most important according to Dr. Albright for "the light they shed on the Old Testament and the background of the New Testament." The ancient works are all written in Aramaic.

Weave Hidden

The theory of how the scrolls were put in the cave is that they were hidden in the caves by the Jews during a time of great danger.

Scarcely a month after the incident the caves were rescued by members of the Hashaak party who had been hunting for them and finally discovered them in 1924. Albright was called upon to determine the authenticity of these manuscripts—"a task of the greatest importance," as he wrote to the Johns Hopkins University and other specialists in Biblical archaeology.

In 1927, the scrolls were acquired by the Walters Art Gallery. One of the four scrolls, the lost Book of Lamech, was acquired by the Walters Art Gallery in 1927.
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Gullan Heads Relations Group

With the purpose of creating a closer and friendlier relationship between faculty and students, a Student-Faculty Relations Commission was organized this week by Y Cabinet with Harold Gallan as student chairman. The commission, when complete, will consist of three faculty representatives, three members of the Hopkins undergraduate faculty, and the dean of the Homewood schools.

Faculty Rated

Revealed by chairman Gullan this week, a program of interest to all members of the Hopkins faculty and student body, is to be formulated and carried out by the commission, is planned for the coming year.

Among the first of the proposals will be that of a list of faculty ratings compiled by all Hopkins students. In connection with the program, letters have been sent to leading American universities in which the system is in practice today for advice which would certainly prove helpful to a similar set-up at Hopkins.

Y Lectures Continue

The third in a lecture series, "Marriage for Moderns," will be given Friday, November 4, at 8:30 p.m. in the Levering Great Hall. YMCA Executive Secretary, the Reverend Leonard Detwiler, will speak on "The Role of Religion in Marriage."

Rev. Detwiler will deal primarily with the constructive role of religion in marriage, giving special attention to the way in which religion can help individuals achieve a successful marriage and the problems presented by "dual" religions marriages.

Following the lecture, time will be given over to questions and special discussions. The regular marriage lecture series will be conducted as usual in the spring.

TAPETA PI

Three junior honor students and approximately 12 seniors were chosen today as the full-pledge group of TAPETA PI. The names will be announced and the public tapping at the Sidere Sunbe, Engineering Dance, on November 4. Initiation will occur sometime in December.

Hopkins Engineers Attend Washington Conference

The Hopkins Chapter of the American Society of AICE will attend the Fall Conference of the Civil Engineers in Washington Tuesday, November 2.

This year is set aside as Student Day of a four-day senator conference. Thirty-five Civil Engineers are taking this opportunity to broaden themselves in varied practices and applications of their field.

Tours Planned

Tours of the Highway Research Laboratory of the Public Roads Administration, the Photogrammetric and Mapping Section of the U. S. Geodetic Survey, the Testing Laboratories of the National Bureau of Standards, and the Naval Research Laboratory and Model Basin are included in the program.

The evening's activities are featured at a banquet at the Statler Hotel. Following remarks by the President of ASCE, an encouraging talk will be made to this future engineers.

Technical Demonstrations

In addition to the Student Day activities, student members are invited and urged to attend the technical sessions and all other events scheduled for the entire conference.

President Walter Woodford announced further plans for the Society including authoritative speakers on technical subjects, motion pictures and discussions on construction methods and materials, and inspection trips to such projects as the Friendship Airport, Baltimore-Washington Expressway, and to the Bethlehem Steel Plant.

Thank You Weekend Hostess

With a Box of Whitman's (it's cheaper than a hotel) — Doc
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ARROW GORDON OXFORDS...

ARROW SHIRTS

ARROW SHIRTS

CARING FOR SUE -- tailoring to fit and their enduring butters and preser wad Sanforized fabric will give you long. satisfactory wear. Arrow oxford shoes come in white and solid colors. Suff them today.

$3.95.

McCoy Gives Sports Hop

The fourth in a series of sports dances sponsored by the McCoy College Commission of the YMCA will be presented immediately following tomorrow afternoon's gridiron battle with Gettysburg College.

Y officials regard the hops, which have been well attended, as one of the most promising among the many new features of the Levering Hall offerings.

Refreshments and music by recording are featured. Admission is free, and the dances are open to the public.

FOOTBALL CONTEST

The third week of the jointly sponsored NEWS-LETTER and Coalition Board football contest brought the most amazing percentage of accurate predictions to date.

The winners were:

Charles Wrennin—10 out of 10
Charles MacLauchlan—10 out of 10
Carson Lewis—9 out of 10 and 3 correct scores

To these three go free tickets to tomorrow night's Booster Dance; prizes for this coming week's contest are three free entries for the H-Club affair Nov. 19th. The games are:

H. upsetting struggle at the Yale--Hartford.
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Jays Look For Upset Of G-Burg

(Continued from Page 11)

solid Fattack. His speedsters are halfback Ted Whitman, Speaker and Tony Cervino, while fullback Jim Jones is a 175-pounder with ability to run either inside or outside on the tackle. Gettysburg's offensive line is comparatively light, averaging around 150 lb., but it is mobile and rugged. On defense the Bullet switches to a heavier group which includes Joe Kansow, a 265-pound tackle, and Joe Gilligan, line-backer extraordinary.

Lay Counted On

Myers feels highly pleased about his running game after the brilliant performance of Jack Lay in last Saturday's massacre of Catholic U. Mort Kaltus also run exceptionally well, as did Sophomore Bob Wroblewski and Dick Melbourne.

Wroblewski, boasting a 447 pass completion average, will do plenty of throwing tomorrow, as will Bob Foster and Roger Brown. A few new maneuvers have been added to the Add attack this week, mostly straightforward plays.

Rogie Miller, injured last week following his shift from halfback in end, will likely watch his second straight game from the stands.

His hip injury has not responded to treatment as rapidly as had been expected. He should be ready by Swarthmore game-time a week hence, but whether or not he'll be able to replace either Jim Adams or Ernie Hansen at the terminals is doubtful.

Jack Lay, taking over the starting 4-back slot this fall, is the man who can really fill the void left by Jim Adams and Ernie Hansen at the terminals.

Dick McShane's 54-yard ramble through the CU team for a third-quarter touchdown was another perform- ance* well, in last Saturday's massacre of Catholic U. Mort Kaltus also run exceptionally well, as did Sopho-
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Line-Backers Rough, Smart

By WALTER HERMAN

Speed, alertness and vicious tackling are fine qualities for any football player but for one group of gridmen they are essential. This group, the Line-Backers, is the segment of defensive football which is encumbered with the task of keeping up-tempo ballcarriers out of the secondary, guarding the defending team's altitude and posture to it that the offensive punter wished he had been five yards farther back when he tried that last kick.

Taking care of these duties for Hopkins '49捎s the men to whom the coaching job, and Hampden -Sydney replace PMC. Dave Cahoon, Bob Gwyn, Gary and Reel are all Juniors. Gary and Tierney share right tackle, while Schwartz and Reel are used primarily at linebacker. Gary is an ex-Ranger with three years of overseas duty to his son. His father, coach, drew the most enthusiastic running attack. The sophomore speedster with three years of overseas duty to his record, is the most fearsome of the lot. A 203-pound goliath with speed to spare, he is a safety in the early part of the season's opener at Franklin & Marshall. The Diplomats gained yardage around the Jays ends but got nowhere through the middle, Reel's territory, that day.

This job of linebacking is one for unsung heroes. Seldom does the player who blocks a punt or recovers a fumble act to set up a score get the credit he deserves. This blocking of kicks is dangerous as well as difficult but for Jay gridmen, Tierney, Gary, Schwartz and Reel it's all part of a Saturday afternoon's workout.

Catholic U. Buried In 47-2 Rout

By BILL TAYTON

Even without Eddie Miller and Bob Wroblewski, Hopkins ran roughshod over Catholic University last Saturday at Homewood as they buried the Cardinals 47-2 under a seven-touchdown avalanche. The visitors from D. C. threw a scare into Jay partisans when they dropped charley Trumbo, who had just intercepted a C. U. pass, behind his own goal line for a safety in the early part of the game. The Jays came roaring back and marched 15 yards to paydirt and a 6-2 lead, which George Mitchell made 7-2 as he made good his first of five successful conversion attempts.

While Wroblewski scored twice, this initial tally by Mort Kalus, was followed by jaunty Morton, Gary and Reel all Juniors. Gary and Tierney share right tackle, while Schwartz and Reel are used primarily at linebacker. Gary is an ex-Ranger with three years of overseas duty to his son. His father, coach, drew the most enthusiastic running attack. The sophomore speedster with three years of overseas duty to his record, is the most fearsome of the lot. A 203-pound goliath with speed to spare, he is a safety in the early part of the season's opener at Franklin & Marshall. The Diplomats gained yardage around the Jays ends but got nowhere through the middle, Reel's territory, that day.

This job of linebacking is one for unsung heroes. Seldom does the player who blocks a punt or recovers a fumble act to set up a score get the credit he deserves. This blocking of kicks is dangerous as well as difficult but for Jay gridmen, Tierney, Gary, Schwartz and Reel it's all part of a Saturday afternoon's workout.

Individual Football Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REESENG</th>
<th>PASSING</th>
<th>RECEIVING</th>
<th>SCORING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Yds. Gained</td>
<td>Ave.</td>
<td>Att. Compl.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Mitchel 11</td>
<td>120 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2. Wroblewski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Wroblewski</td>
<td>92 2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3. Shamba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Adam</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>44 0</td>
<td>4. Kalus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Lay</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>44 0</td>
<td>5. Mitchell</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WOOLWICHSTOWN—Enjoyed the best day of his brief varsity career last Saturday, when he scored twice against Catholic University. Woolwich, star of last year's Freshman eleven, has an exceptional 17 for 28 pass completion record as a varsity player this season.

By BILL TROMBLEY

When handling out the prize poises to top Hopkins athletes, don't forget a long, lucky, smilling lad who spends a good bit of his collegiate time showing his beds to JHU opponents in track and cross-country meets—Earl Grim.

Extremely serious about his running, Grim conditions himself on a year-round training schedule and is never very far from top shape. How well this year's pay-off is off is evident in Earl's outstanding record since first donning Black and Blue racing spangle in 1947.

While the cross-country team hasn't had much luck yet this fall, Co-captain Grim has been consistently superb. In the barriers, his three meets to date he has finished first each time, and just two weeks ago Earl cracked the U. of Delaware 4-mile course record.

Pennsylvania Military Acad- emy, its students and coaching staff alike, are impressed with the wonderful talent given Hopkins football tackle Dick Hornick after his serious injury in the Jay-PMU battle two weeks ago. Confined to a Chester, Pa., hospital for ten days following the removal of a kidney, Hornick was con- stantly visited by members of the Cadet football squad, school officials, and coaches. A portable radio was given Dick as a present from the students at PMC, while other gifts included Luggage, fruit and candy, and the offer of tutor service to help him keep up with his schoolwork. That sort of good sportsmanship can't help but add to a school's prestige.

BIRD BURBS

A proposed early-season game with Dart- mouth has fallen through, so the 59 lacrosse team will play an eight-game schedule, including the Mt. Washington club. Navy is back on the card after a one-year vacation with the game booked for Homewood. Army (away), Virginia (home), Duke (home), Loyola (away), Princeton (away), and Maryland (home) are back on the slate, while Swarthmore and the Annapolis Laccrosse Club have been dropped. Homewood Field press box took on the appearance of a popular turkish bathhouse on Jan. 1 during the Jay-CU mincing last Saturday. Those ever lovin' drops of Maryland sunshine which commenced falling late in the second period drove five daily paper reporters (three Baltimore and two Washington), the writers from both schools, public address announcers, statistics men, spotter, and Western Maryland and Gettysburg sweets all back within the small confines of the wooden shed atop the 80-yard line. The resultant chaos was reminiscent of a Marx Bros movie...

March Turner's freshman football team looked better than was expected in their first taste of outside competition last Friday. In its second game, the Hopkins Freshmen athletic program has functioned unusually well, although perhaps a game or two could be added to each Frosh team's schedule in order to keep the squad's spirits consistently high. Even in the small-school ranks in which Hopkins competes, this college football is getting to be a complicated business, involving an ever-increasing use of advance scouting reports on future opposition. For instance: coaches H Oswy Myers and Ed Cerkaj have had a man watching every Western Maryland game since early October—mapping the Terrors' offensive and defensive moves in every possible situation, even though the JHU-Western Md. clash doesn't come up until Nov. 19th. Western Md., in return, has spotted a man or two at each Jay showing. March Turner heads the Hopkins peeping gang, along with Tommy Gough, Bill Crockett, Bob Sandell, and others working under him...
Football

The freshman football team had its first taste of outside competition last Friday when they played host to the Baltimore Junior College in an informal practice scrimmage. Although defensive weaknesses were prevalent, Coach Marshall Turner was pleased with what he saw.

No score was kept, but the two teams were fairly evenly matched. It must be taken into consideration, however, that several key men in the Jay machine did not see action that day. The young Jays were without the services of guards Kassel and Jay Kunkel, center Tom Woolsey, and tackle Sam Schreiber.

Tom Harrison, who used to cavort for Poly, was the only back to break away for any distance. Coach Turner praised the efforts of end Leo Mcllvan, a product of the Arbinius sandlot ranks; Jim Curtis, diminutive guard; and Garey at defensive half.

Cross Country

The Frosh harriers came out on the short end of a 26-29 score with Delaware's Freshman last week. Bob Foreman of the Jays earned individual honors in leading the pack over the rolling 2 1/2 mile course in the very last time of 12:14.

Taking a fifth for the Hopkins Freshman was Bob Johnson, who has been showing steady improvement this season. Also on the upswing are former Poly runners Howard, Smith and Pederson who rounded out the team scores, taking 6th, 8th and 9th places.

Soccer

With four weeks' worth of practice drills behind them the Freshman soccer team will open its season today against Glen Burnie High School. The game is set for 11:30 this morning on the varsity field.

The probable starting lineup against Glen Burnie: Gler, 0 0: Blades and Barto, FB; Boecker, Barrie, and Aquarell, HI; Montague, OL; Ross, TI; Reihle, CP; Hudgins, HH; and Pringle, OH.
Ace Quarterback Gives Bullets One Of East's Top Small College 11's

Crystal-Ball

Two Scribes Pick Jays

Surprisingly enough, not all Baltimore's football observers have yet realized that Gettysburg will walk off with tomorrow's Bullet-Jay battle.

John Stedman, News-Post: "Gettysburg figures to be just a little out of the Jay class. I'd say the Bullets by two touchdowns."

Bill Dyer, Station WYTH: "An improving Hopkins team will upset Gettysburg. Nelson Baker, Station WYBH: "Gettysburg is always tough. This will be a hard week for Hopkins."

Ramond Cassel, Evening Sun: "Gettysburg should take it, probably by a couple of touchdowns."

G-Burg Rates 2 TD Choice Over Jays

Boo Snell, one of the best T-formation quarterbacks and passers in the nation, small college or larger, bruised his bent-bowed Gettysburg Bullets to town tomorrow afternoon in take-on Hopkins in a football game which promises to be much closer and more exciting that the classic Navy-Navy-Duke dual five blocks away. Game time is set for 2:30 at Homewood.

Winners of four out of five starts this season, including a 4-6 win over a good Muhlenberg club last weekend, Gettysburg encounters tomorrow's game a two-touchdown favorite.

Jay Primeor for Upset

Jay coaches Howdy Myers and Ed Czekaj have been pointing for another football team frame of mind.

Hawaii gone past Muhlenberg and with another important battle coming up with Bucknell the following week, Gettysburg may possibly arrive at Homewood looking for a breather. This is just what Myers and Czekaj hope for, and they're ready to shoot the full T-formation works in a everything-to-lose effort. Gettysburg Defense

The Bullets won't be any cakewalk, however, no matter what their mental attitude might be around. A team who possess 10 or 20 yards with equal facility and accuracy, and tossed 13 TD passes last year, Hen Bream, in his 20th year as head coach, has built a

(Continued on Page 9)

Harriers Drop Meet To Washington

Hopkins' cross-country team was edged for the third time Saturday as Washington College took the honor in the Shoremen trio and barely more than a minute off the Hopkins course record. With clear weather Grinn should prove to be a real threat to the existing record set in 1933.

Earl "Antelope" Grinn of Hopkins galloped in almost two minutes ahead of the Shoremen trio and barely more than a minute of the Hopkins course record. With clear weather Grinn should prove to be a real threat to the existing record set in 1933.

Earl has been entered in the 6-mile South Atlantic Cross-Country Championships to be run next weekend and in hope of adding one more medal to his already bulging show case.

Scribner To Face Thomas In Finals

Gene Scribner and Kelvin Thomas in their fourth consecutive attempt to cap the tap tennis tournament.

For Scribner it will be his fourth consecutive attempt to capture the full J. formation works in every-thing-to-win, nothing-to-lose effort.

Wackenhut Trying To Solve Soccer Riddles

Coach George Wackenhut is at a loss to explain the poor per- formance of his Blue Jay soccer team in recent outings. Losing to F&M, 5-1, last Friday, the Blue Jays were run out of the field by Bucknell who scored a 3-1 victory over the Jays.

Thomas will match strokes today at three o'clock in the finals of the loop championship which they narrowly missed last season.

The loss of Mahmut Tulezoglu, the little Turkish speed merchant who feared no defender was too tall, has hurt the '49 team tremendously. Bad defensive play in the fullback and goal slot has also contributed to the downfall of what was expected to be a pretty fair club.
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